Physiologic basis of potentials recorded in electromyography.
The extracellularly recorded configuration of a single muscle fiber discharge is generally appreciated to be triphasic with an initially positive deflection. However, careful attention to waveform appearance during the electrodiagnostic medicine examination reveals that both innervated and denervated muscle waveforms may display a pantheon of configurations. Further, despite the fact that innervated and denervated single muscle fiber discharges arise from distinctly different intracellular action potential (IAP) configurations, their extracellularly recorded waveforms can appear quite similar, leading to potential misidentification and, hence, the possibility of an erroneous diagnostic conclusion. The least appreciated, but nevertheless critical, aspect of explanations for muscle waveform configurations is the relationship between the muscle fiber and recording electrode. Additionally, it is important to appreciate both the near-field and far-field aspects of single fiber and compound muscle action potentials. In this review, the leading/trailing dipole model is used to explain muscle waveform configurations in both innervated and denervated tissues.